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Abstract To examine the impact of common somaticmutations
in prostate cancer (PCa) on androgen receptor (AR) signaling,
mouse models were designed to perturb sequentially the AR,

ETV1, and PTEN pathways. Mice with “humanized”AR (hAR)
alleles that modified AR transcriptional strength by varying
polyglutamine tract (Q-tract) length were crossed with mice
expressing a prostate-specific, AR-responsive ETV1 transgene
(ETV1Tg).While hAR allele did not grossly affect ETV1-induced
neoplasia, ETV1 strongly antagonized global AR regulation and
repressed critical androgen-induced differentiation and tumor
suppressor genes, such as Nkx3-1 and Hoxb13. When Pten
was varied to determine its impact on disease progression, mice
lacking one Pten allele (Pten+/−) developed more frequent pros-
tatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN). Yet, only those with the
ETV1 transgene progressed to invasive adenocarcinoma. Fur-
thermore, progression was more frequent with the short Q-tract
(stronger) AR, suggesting that the AR, ETV1, and PTEN path-
ways cooperate in aggressive disease. On the Pten+/− back-
ground, ETV1 had markedly less effect on AR target genes.
However, a strong inflammatory gene expression signature,
notably upregulation of Cxcl16, was induced by ETV1. Com-
parison of mouse and human patient data stratified by the
presence of E26 transformation-specific ETS fusion genes
highlighted additional factors, some not previously associated
with prostate cancer but for which targeted therapies are in
development for other diseases. In sum, concerted use of these
mouse models illuminates the complex interplay of AR, ETV1,
and PTEN pathways in pre-cancerous neoplasia and early tu-
morigenesis, disease stages difficult to analyze in man.

Introduction

Signaling through the androgen receptor (AR), a hormone-
activated transcription factor in the nuclear receptor superfam-
ily, is critical for normal prostate development and prostate
cancer (PCa) progression [2]. Androgen ablation therapy
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initially abrogates AR signaling and induces tumor regression,
but tumors invariably recur despite ongoing therapy and with
continued AR expression and signaling [63]. Even with recently
developed therapies, disease progressing despite castrate levels
of serum testosterone (termed castration-resistant prostate cancer
[CRPC]) remains incurable [40]. A more thorough understand-
ing of the interaction between AR and additional oncogenic
pathways commonly dysregulated in PCa will be critical in
identifying novel targets for therapeutic intervention.

Well-known genetic variation in the AR protein occurs in
the length of a polyglutamine tract (Q-tract, CAG repeat) in
the N-terminal domain. As shown by us and others, Q-tract
length is inversely proportional to AR transcriptional strength
in vitro and in vivo, as seen molecularly in differential target
gene expression and physiologically in seminal vesicle weight
[4, 17, 65]. Q-tract length alone has not proven to be associ-
ated with PCa risk in humans but in combination with alleles
of the androgen synthesis genes CYP17 and SRD5A2, the
stronger AR increases PCa risk, supporting the notion that
the androgen axis overall influences disease [44, 45]. We have
previously shown that altering AR strength via Q-tract length
variation on a homogenous genetic background modifies PCa
onset and progression in an aggressive transgenic mouse
model [3]. Interestingly, AR genetic variation has recently
been reported to be associated with the frequency of recurrent
gene fusions in PCa (see below) [9, 82]. This led us to
examine the in vivo effect of AR variation on PCa driven by
alterations commonly seen in human tumors.

Recurrent genomic rearrangements that fuse 5′ regulatory
elements of androgen-responsive genes to the coding region of
E26 transformation-specific (ETS) transcription factor genes
occur in approximately half of human prostate tumors [74,
76]. These fusions drive robust androgen-induced prostatic
expression of ETS factors otherwise not expressed in the pros-
tate. Fusions involving the ERG and ETV1 genes occur in
approximately 50 and 5–10 % of PCa, respectively [74–76].
ERG fusion events themselves are AR-mediated [9], and pros-
tate tumors are more likely to be ERG+ in patients harboring a
short Q-tract (strong) AR allele [9, 82], further suggesting
cooperation between ETS and AR pathways. These fusions
occur early in PCa ontogeny, and individual cancer foci or
metastases are generally clonal for a given rearrangement,
suggesting selection [48, 70]. Prostatic overexpression of ETS
factors induces PIN in some mouse models [8, 16, 39, 64, 74],
and ETS factors promote invasion and alter gene expression
in vitro [8, 29, 74, 85]. However, it is unknown howmodulation
of the androgen axis, such as by AR genetic variation, alters the
effect of ETS overexpression on tumorigenesis.

Perturbation of AR and ETS pathways alone does not lead
to PCa in mice but additional genetic events cooperate in
tumorigenesis. The tumor suppressor PTEN is frequently de-
leted or inactivated in a variety of human cancers, including
PCa [73]. PTEN is a phosphatase that inactivates the PI3K

target PIP3, in turn preventing phosphorylation of AKT and
activation of downstream proliferation and survival pathways
[69]. Furthermore, the AKT and AR signaling pathways can
repress one another in a reciprocal manner [15, 50]. In PCa,
PTEN loss is associated with poor prognosis and progression
to CRPC [12, 14]. In mice, Pten reduction causes PIN in a
dose-dependent manner, while prostate-targeted Pten homo-
zygous deletion leads to adenocarcinoma [5, 16, 43, 77].
Several additional genetic hits can cooperate with Pten reduc-
tion to promote PCa, such as further tumor suppressor loss (as
of Nkx3-1) [1] or oncogene activation (as of ERG) [16, 39].
ETV1 overexpression cooperates with prostate-specific Pten
deletion to drive aggressive adenocarcinoma [8]. However,
the interaction of ETV1 overexpression and Pten reduction,
which is more common in patients than homozygous loss
[81], is not fully understood, with recently reported results
[8] differing from the findings described here. Furthermore,
the extent to which altered AR signaling influences disease
progression in these contexts has not been addressed.

In the current study, we used gene expression profiling to
determine how varying the strength of the androgen axis
would alter prostate pathology initiated by ETV1 overexpres-
sion and/or PTEN reduction in mice. A marked antagonism of
the normal AR-regulated transcriptome in ETV1-transgenic
prostates was largely abrogated on a Pten-hemizygous back-
ground. With reduced PTEN, ETV1 overexpression induced
disease progression, as well as a pro-inflammatory gene sig-
nature, both of which were impacted by AR strength. Integra-
tion of mouse and patient data revealed potential ETV1 reg-
ulation of known and novel PCa-associated genes, highlight-
ing novel targets for therapeutic intervention.

Methods

Mice All animal work was performed in accordance with
protocols approved by the University Committee on Use and
Care of Animals (UCUCA) at the University of Michigan.
ETV1-transgenic FVB mice expressing the human ETV1
coding region driven by the ARR2-Pb promoter (ETV1Tg)
were a gift from Dr. Arul Chinnaiyan (University of
Michigan) [74]. In the first experimental cohort, ETV1Tg

males were crossed with C57BL/6 females expressing a “hu-
manized” androgen receptor (hAR) [4] with a short (12Q) or
long (48Q) polyglutamine tract. Transgenic males
(hAR;ETV1Tg) were castrated at 12 weeks or left intact, and
aged to 24 weeks. Intact, non-transgenic hAR mice were used
as controls. For the second series, Ptenflox/flox mice [43], on an
FVB background, a gift from Dr. William Muller (McGill
Universi ty) , were crossed with FVB/N-Tg(EIIa-
cre)C5379Lmgd/J mice (Jackson Labs # 003314) to excise
the floxed Pten. Pten-deleted offspring were maintained as
hemizygotes (Pten+/−). hAR;ETV1Tgmice carrying 12Q, 21Q,
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or 48Q hAR alleles were backcrossed for at least five gener-
ations onto the FVB background and then female transgenics
crossed with Pten+/− males. Resulting hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/−

and hAR;Pten+/− males were either castrated at 12 weeks or
left intact, and aged to a median of 41 weeks (range 20–
83 weeks). Genotyping primers are listed in Online Resource 1.

Microdissection and Sample Preparation Anterior prostate
(AP), dorsolateral prostate (DLP), and ventral prostate (VP)
lobes were individually microdissected from experimental mice.
For the hAR; ETV1Tgmice, lobes were frozen in optimal cutting
temperature (OCT) compound (Sakura). Five-micrometer sec-
tions were cut and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
for histology, and RNAwas extracted from the remaining tissue
(see below). For hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice, one lobe per pair
was fixed in 10 % neutral-buffered formalin for 24 h, then
transferred to 70 % ethanol until embedding in paraffin and
cutting of 5-μm sections for H&E staining. The other lobe was
frozen in RNA-later (Ambion). All prostate RNAwas purified
with the RNeasy kit with on-column DNase digestion
(QIAGEN) following tissue homogenization in buffer RLT.
Macroscopic prostate tumors were divided in half, with one half
prepared for histology and the other half prepared for RNA
analysis as described above.

qRT-PCR Complementary DNA (cDNA) was reverse-
transcribed from total RNA using random hexamers and either
the SuperScript II 1st-Strand Synthesis kit (Invitrogen) for
mouse prostate RNA or the High Capacity cDNA Reverse
Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems) for human cell line
RNA. qRT-PCR samples were run on an AB7300 or AB7500
thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) using Power SYBR
Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) or ABSolute Blue
SYBR Green Rox Master Mix (Thermo Scientific) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Following normalization to
Actb for mice, and ACTB orGAPDH for human cells, relative
expression was calculated using the 2-ΔΔCt method. All prim-
er sequences are listed in Online Resource 1.

RNA-seq Analysis Mouse DLP RNA was used for Illumina
mRNA-seq library construction. For each genotype/treatment
group (n=4–13 mice per group), individual RNA samples
were divided among three unique pools (two unique pools
for castrated groups due to low RNAyield), and a library was
prepared from each pool. Individual libraries were prepared
for each macroscopic DLP tumor as well (n=2). For each
library, poly-A+ RNA was first purified from 200 ng total
RNA with Dynabeads Oligo(dT)25 (Invitrogen). Libraries
were constructed with NEBNext mRNA-seq Master Mix
reagents and NEBNext Multiplex Oligos for Illumina (New
England Biolabs). Multiplexed libraries were sequenced on an
Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 with the SE-50 module at the Univer-
sity of Michigan Sequencing Core. Four lanes were

sequenced, each containing 11–12 indexed libraries. Reads
were aligned to the mouse mm10 genome with TopHat2 [38],
transcript counts were generated with the HT-Seq Python
script (http://www-huber.embl.de/users/anders/HTSeq/doc/
index.html), and differential expression was calculated in the
Bioconductor package edgeR, which utilizes counts rather
than FPKM [6]. Contrasts were performed between pairs of
genotype/treatment groups, or between multiple genotype/
treatment groups using the generalized linear model (GLM)
tools in edgeR. Genes differentially expressed at a false-
discovery rate (FDR)≤0.05 were considered significant.

Bioinformatics Functional Annotation and Pathway
Analysis Functional annotation of significant gene sets was
performed with Database for Annotation, Visualization, and
Integrated Discovery (DAVID) (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov)
[20]. The following gene ontology (GO) terms and pathways
were tested for enrichment: GOTERM_BP_ALL,
GOTERM_CC_ALL, GOTERM_MF_ALL, PANTHER_
BP, PANTHER_MF, BIOCARTA, KEGG_PATHWAY, and
PANTHER_PATHWAY. GO terms and pathways with a
Benjamini-adjusted FDR≤0.05 were considered significantly
enriched relative to the Mus musculus background gene list.

Enrichment with human cancer-related gene sets was performed
with Oncomine (https://www.oncomine.org) [59]. Mouse gene
IDs from significant gene sets were converted to unique human
gene symbols using the HCOP tool at www.genenames.org, and
uploaded toOncomine as “custom concepts.” For gene sets with
more than 1000 genes, the top 1000 were used for custom
concepts. Each custom concept was queried against the
“Biology Concepts,” “My Concepts,” “Literature-defined
Concepts,” and “Oncomine Gene Expression Signatures”
concept databases in Oncomine with “All Entrez Genes” as
the background list. Significant enrichment was set as an odds
ratio (OR)≥4 and a p value ≤10−6. Oncomine output was used
to generate molecular concept maps [58] in Cytoscape (www.
cytoscape.org), with edges representing significant enrichment
between concepts and node size proportional to overlap with the
primary custom concept.

Pathological Analysis of Mouse Prostates Mouse prostate
lesions were classified and graded based on the recent con-
sensus criteria established by the Mouse Models of Human
Cancer prostate pathology committee [31, 55].

Immunohistochemistry Slides were prepared with 5-μM sec-
tions from FFPE mouse prostates. The antibodies used in this
study included AR N-20 (Santa Cruz # sc-816, 1:500 dilu-
tion), phospho-AKT (Ser473) (Cell Signaling #9271, 1:100
dilution), and PTEN (Cell Signaling #9188, 1:80 dilution).
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed essentially as
described for AR and pAKT [3], and for PTEN [13, 61].
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In situ Hybridization A custom RNA probe against human
ETV1 transcript (Advanced Cell Diagnostics) was hybridized
to 5 μM FFPE mouse prostate sections essentially as
described [41].

Cell Lines RWPE-1 cells stably overexpressing ETV1 or LACZ
[74, 75] were a gift from Dr. Arul Chinnaiyan (University of
Michigan) and were maintained in KSFM (Gibco # 10724–011)
supplemented with BPE and EGF, 1:100 penicillin/streptomycin
(Gibco # 15140–122), and 3 μg/ml blasticidin (Life Technolo-
gies # R21001) to maintain stable expression of the transduced
ETS construct or control. 293T cells were a gift from Dr.
Margaret Gnegy (University of Michigan) and were maintained
in DMEM (Gibco # 11995–065) with 10 % FBS (GeneMate #
S-1200-500) and 1:100 penicillin/streptomycin.

Lentiviral Packaging and Transduction The FG9 lentiviral
expression plasmid was previously derived from FUGW
(Addgene # 14883) [46, 57] and was a gift from Dr. David
Baltimore (California Institute of Technology). FG9 was line-
arized with BamHI, and a BglII-3xFLAG-BamHI fragment
was inserted, destroying the 5′ BamHI site but preserving the
3′ site. ARwas excised as a BamHI fragment from the pCMV5-
AR plasmid [68] and ligated into FG9-3xFLAG to produce the
final FG9-3xFLAG-AR plasmid. For transduction, 5×106

293T cells were seeded in a poly-L-lysine-coated 10-cm dish.
The following day, cells were transfected with 10 μg FG9-
3xFLAG-AR plasmid or FG9-vector control, 3 μg pHCMVG,
2 μg pRSV-rev, 6 μg pRRE, and 80 μg polyethylenimine, and
suspended in 150 mM NaCl. Virus-containing medium was
harvested 48 and 72-h post-transfection, filtered through a
0.45 μM filter, and applied directly to RWPE-ETV1 or
RWPE-LACZ cells. After transduction of the AR construct,
100 μg/ml Hygromycin B (Life Technologies #10687-010)
was added to maintain expression of AR or the vector control.

Androgen Stimulation and RNA Purification 5×104 RWPE-
ETV1-AR or RWPE-LACZ-AR cells were seeded in 12-well
dishes in complete growth medium without antibiotic selec-
tion. Beginning the following day, cells were deprived of BPE
for 48 h. Cells were then stimulated with 1 nM R1881 or
methanol vehicle for 24 h before lysis and RNA purification
with TRIzol reagent (Ambion # 15596018). The experiment
was performed in biological triplicate.

Results

Effect of AR Allele Strength on ETV1-Induced PIN

To test the role of AR in PCa initiation, we examined the effect
of variation in AR transcriptional strength on ETV1-induced

neoplasia. “Humanized” AR (hAR) mice were previously
engineered by germline knockin to express an AR protein
essentially identical to human, including either a short
(hAR12Q ) , average (hAR21Q ) , or long (hAR48Q )
polyglutamine tract (Q-tract) in the N-terminal domain,
modeling the extremes of human variation [4]. As the mouse
Ar lacks a contiguous Q-tract, which is known to affect AR
activity, the hAR mice more accurately reflect human AR
variation and biology. Q-tract length inversely correlates
with AR transcriptional activity in vitro, seen as altered
prostatic gene expression and endpoints of androgen action
such as seminal vesicle weight [4, 17, 65]. Previously, we
showed that AR Q-tract length modifies PCa onset, progres-
sion, and treatment response in the aggressive TRAMP
mouse model [3]. Thus, variable AR transcriptional activity
has the potential to modulate the effect of additional onco-
genic events and alter the course of disease.

To test the interaction of AR with an oncogene activated in
human PCa, hAR12Q and hAR48Q mice were crossed with
ETV1 transgenic (ETV1Tg) mice, in which a probasin-
derived promoter drives androgen-responsive prostatic ex-
pression of human ETV1 (Fig. 1a) [74]. hAR;ETV1Tg male
offspring were castrated at 12 weeks (to ablate androgen
signaling) or left intact, and prostate lobes were microdissect-
ed at 24 weeks and compared to those of intact non-transgenic
hAR controls. Unlike the alobular human prostate, the mouse
gland is comprised of three paired dorsolateral, ventral, and
anterior prostate lobes, referred to as DLP, VP, and AP, re-
spectively. Morphologically, there is not a particular mouse
prostate lobe that is most similar to the human prostate [62].

Histopathological analysis (n=5–8 lobes per group) re-
vealed PIN and substantial hyperplasia in prostates of intact
hAR;ETV1Tgmice (Fig. 1b). Prostates of intact non-transgenic
hAR controls were either normal or showed focal hyperplasia,
and castrated hAR;ETV1Tg mice had atrophic glands as ex-
pected (data not shown). In intact mice, 25 % of hAR12Q;-
ETV1Tg and 20 % of hAR48Q;ETV1Tg animals developed PIN
by 24 weeks in the VP (Fig. 1b). All of the remaining intact
transgenic mice showed hyperplasia in either the DLP or VP
(Fig. 1b). Representative examples of each stage are shown in
Fig. 1c. These results are consistent with previous reports in
which mice overexpressing ETV1 in the prostate via trans-
gene or knockin developed PIN but did not progress to ade-
nocarcinoma [8, 64, 74]. Here, we show that the incidence of
PIN was not affected substantially by AR Q-tract length.

AR Regulation Is Antagonized by Overexpression of ETV1

Despite driving only early neoplasia, the ETV1 transgene had
a pronounced effect on prostatic gene expression. The DLP
was chosen for analysis because the expression pattern in
mouse DLP is most similar to that of the human prostate
peripheral zone [11], where most human PCa arises.
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Additionally, as shown below in Pten-hemizygous mice, the
DLP harbored substantially more PIN and adenocarcinoma
than other lobes (Online Resource 4). In the previously re-
ported hARTRAMPmice, PIN is most apparent in the DLP as
well [3].

qRT-PCR analysis showed that the androgen-induced
genes, namely Tmprss2, Pbsn, and Nkx3-1, were downregu-
lated in prostates of intact hAR;ETV1Tg mice, similar to the
expected decrease in castrated controls (Fig. 2a). Conversely,
Clu, which is normally repressed by AR and thus upregulated
following androgen ablation, was upregulated in prostates of
intact ETV1Tg mice as well as in castrated mice (Fig. 2a).
Nkx3-1 is a well-established tumor suppressor gene in the
prostate and a marker of luminal epithelial cell differentiation
[78]. Nkx3-1 null mice develop PIN, and Nkx3-1 is frequently
downregulated in human PCa [37]. Its downregulation in
hAR;ETV1Tg mice here suggested a role in ETV1-mediated
oncogenesis.

Examination of global gene expression differences by
RNA-seq revealed striking and widespreadmolecular changes
in the prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg relative to hAR mice. DLP
RNA samples were divided into three unique pools per group
(two pools for castrate groups), and a library was prepared for
each pool. Along with samples from the Pten+/− mice (see
below), indexed libraries were divided across four lanes on the

Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 for an average of 11.94 million reads
per library. Furthermore, 95.8 % of bases had quality scores
≥Q30. Principal component analysis of all genes in all librar-
ies was performed to gauge overall expression differences
between groups. Three distinct clusters were observed, with
samples segregated by ETV1 transgene and castration, while
AR genotype had a substantially smaller effect (hAR12Q and
hAR48Q samples were intermixed), as shown in Fig. 2b.

Differential expression was performed between pairs of
groups, or between multiple groups using a generalized linear
model (GLM). Genes with a false-discovery rate (FDR) of
0.05 or less were considered significant. When the hAR12Q

and hAR48Q mice were analyzed separately, 1145 and 2419
genes were upregulated and 757 and 2028 genes were down-
regulated, respectively, in transgenics vs. non-transgenics
(Fig. 2a, c). The majority of genes, 943 upregulated (82 %)
and 571 downregulated (75 %), were shared among the
hAR12Q and hAR48Q mice (Fig. 2d), consistent with the prin-
cipal component plot. However, a greater number of genes
were significantly altered in the hAR48Q mice. This may be
because the weaker hAR48Q is more susceptible to perturba-
tion by ETV1 overexpression, resulting in greater differential
expression in transgenic mice.

Using the GLM tools to combine hAR12Q and hAR48Qmice
for differential expression, 2368 genes were upregulated and
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2196 downregulated in intact hAR;ETV1Tg relative to hAR
mice (Fig. 3a). A comparable number of genes were differen-
tially expressed among the castrated mice relative to intact,

serving to highlight androgen-regulated genes (whether direct
or indirect targets) by the effects of androgen ablation (data
not shown). Such extensive differential expression in castrated
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mice was expected, but the magnitude of the effect in intact
ETV1 transgenics was striking. The differential expression
patterns between transgenic and non-transgenic DLP revealed
that the intact hAR;ETV1Tgmice displayed a pattern similar to
that of castrated mice, with many expression changes in the
same direction (Fig. 3a). Along with the initial qRT-PCR data,
this suggested that ETV1may inhibit normal AR function in a
manner akin to androgen ablation. However, some ETV1-
induced changes were “reverted” by castration (middle por-
tion of Fig. 3a), suggesting that ETV1 also controls a number
of non-AR target genes.

To determine which pathways were altered in hAR;ETV1Tg

DLP, functional annotation of differentially expressed genes
was performed with DAVID [20] (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.
gov). “Prostate development” and “prostate morphogenesis”
were among the gene ontology (GO) terms significantly
enriched among ETV1-downregulated genes in intact mice.
Relative expression of genes annotated with these GO terms is
shown in Fig. 3b, and a complete list of enriched GO terms is
in Online Resource 2. Importantly, this gene list includes the
tumor suppressors Nkx3-1 and Pten. Furthermore, the AR
pioneer factor Foxa1 [23, 47] was downregulated in
hAR;ETV1Tg mice. As downregulation of Pten or Foxa1
would be predicted to result in diminished AR transcriptional
activity [15, 50], the expression pattern in hAR;ETV1Tg mice
suggests a possible upstream mechanism by which ETV1
overexpression could antagonize AR.

To examine the significance of these DLP expression dif-
ferences in the context of human cancer, differentially
expressed mouse gene sets were converted to human official
gene symbols and uploaded to Oncomine [59]. The Oncomine
database contains thousands of “molecular concepts,” which
are gene sets annotated as being overexpressed in a certain
cancer subtype, induced by a certain drug treatment, or some

other biologically meaningful annotation. Mouse gene IDs
from significant gene sets were converted to unique human
gene symbols using the HCOP tool at www.genenames.org,
and then uploaded to Oncomine as “custom concepts.” Each
custom concept was queried against the public Oncomine
concept database and our custom concepts. Notably, genes
downregulated in hAR;ETV1Tg mice relative to hAR mice
were significantly associated with the following concepts:
“upregulated genes in prostate cancer cells in response to
synthetic androgen R1881” [21], “upregulated genes (time
dependent) in prostate cancer cells in response to androgen”
[33], “downregulated genes in prostate cancer after androgen
ablation therapy” [30], and custom concepts containing genes
downregulated in the castrated mice (Fig. 3b). Similarly, genes
upregulated in hAR;ETV1Tg mice relative to hAR mice were
significantly associated with the concept: “upregulated genes
in prostate cancer after androgen ablation therapy” [30] as
well as custom concepts containing genes upregulated in the
castrated mice (Fig. 3b). A complete list of significantly
associated concepts can be found in Online Resource 3.
Thus, a significant subset of androgen-responsive genes, in-
cluding those altered in human PCa patients, are affected by
the ETV1 transgene in these mice. Furthermore, a large num-
ber of muscle-associated genes were upregulated in the pros-
tates of hAR;ETV1Tgmice (Fig. 3b). This could reflect stromal
smooth muscle cell gene expression that is affected in a
paracrine manner by ETV1 activity in the epithelial compart-
ment, disrupting normal pro-differentiation signals [66].
Finally, ETV1-upregulated genes were significantly enriched
for targets of the polycomb repressive complex (PRC) (Fig.
3c). Co-regulation by the PRC, AR, and the ETS factor ERG
has been reported previously; however, ERG repressed those
shared targets in human PCa cells [85]. These results could
indicate divergent functions of ETV1 and ERG, their differ-
ential action at early vs. late disease stages or discrepancies
between in vitro and in vivo results.

In sum, ETV1 overexpression in mouse prostate antago-
nized AR transcriptional activity and disrupted the normal
prostate expression program. This included the repression of
important prostate tumor suppressors, differentiation genes,
and AR coregulators as well as derepression of polycomb
target genes.

Pten Reduction and ETV1 Overexpression Cooperate
to Promote PCa Progression

ETV1 overexpression was previously shown to exacerbate
PCa progression in mice with total knockout of Pten in the
prostate [8]. Because many human prostate tumors show
deletion of only one allele or a partial decrease in expression
of PTEN, we asked whether reduction of this key tumor
suppressor would cooperate with ETV1 overexpression in
oncogenesis. Furthermore, we queried whether varying AR

�Fig. 2 ETV1 overexpression alters prostatic gene expression. a Two
unique pools of DLP RNA from each group were analyzed by qRT-
PCR. Expression of the AR target genes Pbsn, Tmprss2, Nkx3-1, and Clu
was normalized to Actb expression and plotted relative to the intact
hAR12Q group using the 2-ddCt method. Mean +/− SEM are plotted. b
Principal component analysis was performed for all genes among the 16
individual RNA-seq libraries. hAR12Q and hAR48Q mice are represented
as triangles and circles, respectively.Green, red, and blue represent intact
non-transgenic, intact transgenic, and castrated transgenic mice,
respectively. c RNA-seq analysis was performed on DLP RNA.
Samples from intact groups were divided into three unique RNA pools
for library construction (two unique pools for castrated groups).
Heatmaps include differentially expressed genes between the groups
shown (FDR≤0.05). Individual libraries are shown for differentially
expressed genes among intact hAR12Q;ETV1Tg vs. hAR12Q (1145 up,
757 down) or intact hAR48Q;ETV1Tg vs. hAR48Q (2419 up, 2028 down).
Red and blue represent high or low expression, respectively, relative to the
mean expression level in the samples shown.Columns and rows represent
samples and genes, respectively. d Overlap between genes differentially
expressed in hAR12Q;ETV1Tg and hAR48Q;ETV1Tg is illustrated by Venn
diagram
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transcriptional strength would impact disease progression.
ETV1 transgenic mice carrying short, median, or long
Q-tract AR alleles were backcrossed at least five gener-
ations onto the FVB background, and then crossed with

FVB mice bearing germline deletion of one Pten allele
(Pten+/−) for optimal genetic homogeneity (Fig. 1a).
Cohorts of each genotype were castrated at 12 weeks
or left intact, and aged until moribund or until PTEN-

hARQ: 12 48 12 48 12 48
ETV1Tg: - - + + + +

cast. - - - - + +

a)

c)

hARQ: 12 48 12 48 12 48
ETV1Tg: - - + + + +

cast.: - - - - + +

b)

Nkx3-1*
Hoxb13*
Stat5a
Sox9
Foxa1*
Notch1
Pten*
Cd44
Serpinb5
Esr1
Tnc
Trp63
Ahr

GO:
“Prostate Development”

“Prostate Morphogenesis”

Fig. 3 AR regulation is antagonized by ETV1 overexpression. a The
generalized linear model (GLM) tools in edgeR were used to test
differential expression between all hAR;ETV1Tg and all hAR mice. In
prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg mice, 2368 genes were upregulated and 2196
downregulated (FDR<0.05) and are shown in the heat map Relative
expression in prostates of castrated mice is included. The heatmap is
plotted as in Fig. 2a, except that each column represents the average
expression among biological replicate libraries. b Genes significantly
upregulated or downregulated in prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg relative to
hAR mice were uploaded to DAVID for functional annotation with gene
ontology (GO) terms. The heatmap shows genes annotated with select

significantly enriched GO terms (Benjamini FDR≤0.05) among the
downregulated genes. See Online Resource 2 for the complete list of
significant GO terms. c The top 1000 upregulated and downregulated
genes in prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg relative to hARmice were converted to
human gene symbols, uploaded to Oncomine as “custom concepts” and
queried against the Oncomine concept database. Significantly enriched
concepts, defined as having an odds ratio (OR)≥4 and p≤10−6, are shown
as molecular concept maps. Node size is proportional to overlap with the
primary concept. Similar concepts have the same color and are clustered
together. See Online Resource 3 for a complete list of significant concepts
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dependent disease (generally lymphoma [77]) necessitat-
ed euthanization (median age of 41 weeks, range 20–
83 weeks).

Pten+/− mice developed more frequent PIN than the
Pten+/+ mice, and the overall rate was not notably affected
by ETV1 transgene or AR allele (Fig. 4, compare to Fig. 1b).
The majority of intact mice developed PIN, as did a subset of
castrates. Of note, the hAR21Q mice developed slightly less
PIN overall, regardless of the ETV1 transgene, and showed no
PIN in the absence of androgen. PINwas graded from PIN2 to
PIN4, with PIN4 being the most severe [31, 55]. Among intact
mice, progression to adenocarcinoma occurred exclusively in
ETV1 transgenics (Fig. 4). Macroscopic DLP tumors were
identified upon dissection in one hAR12Q and one hAR21Q

mouse. Histopathological analysis detected adenocarcinoma
in the VP of one additional transgenic hAR12Q mouse (Online
Resources 1 and 6). Intriguingly, adenocarcinoma was ob-
served in two castrated hAR12Q mice (one with and one
without the ETV1 transgene) (Fig. 4). Castration-resistant
disease has been observed in TRAMP mice [3] and in
prostate-specific Pten knockout mice [50], but not in Pten
heterozygous animals. These data suggest that even a partial
reduction in PTEN may be sufficient to promote CRPC.

The DLP had markedly greater frequency and severity of
neoplasia than the VP among intact mice, while among cas-
trated mice, the rates of PIN were lower overall but similar
between lobes (Online Resource 4). There was a trend toward
more frequent and severe disease in intact mice older than the
median age of 41 weeks, while among castrates, there was a
greater trend for disease incidence in mice 41 weeks or youn-
ger (Online Resource 4). While it was previously reported that
ETV1 promoted PCa progression in Pten-null mouse pros-
tates [8], these results show that ETV1 overexpression
cooperated with even partial PTEN loss (see below) to

promote aggressive PCa. Additionally, these results indicated
that even heterozygous PTEN loss promoted castration-
resistant neoplasia and adenocarcinoma. Furthermore, the
stronger AR carried by hAR12Q mice promoted greater PCa
progression despite similar overall rates of PIN.

Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining for AR protein re-
vealed nuclear expression in prostate epithelial cells in normal
regions as well as in PIN and adenocarcinoma foci, similar to
human disease where AR is present throughout PCa progres-
sion (Fig. 5). Analysis of ETV1 expression by RNA in situ
hybridization (RNA-ISH), performed by a pathologist blinded
to genotype, confirmed ETV1 expression in prostate epithelial
cells of hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice and undetectable ETV1
expression in non-transgenics (Fig. 5, Online Resource 5).
ETV1 expression varied somewhat between individual trans-
genic animals, with a trend for higher expression in mice with
more advanced PIN or adenocarcinoma. This could be be-
cause high ETV1 expression promotes more aggressive dis-
ease, or alternatively because AR signaling is partially in-
creased in neoplastic cells, resulting in increased expression
of the AR-driven ETV1 transgene. Interestingly, there was
substantial heterogeneity between the two DLP tumors, with
the hAR12Q tumor (Fig. 5, row 4) appearing less differentiated
than the hAR21Q tumor (Fig. 5, row 5). Thus, in this small
sample, adenocarcinoma tended to be more frequent and
aggressive in the hAR12Q mice.

Despite the germline loss of one Pten allele and an approx-
imately 50 % reduction in Pten mRNA (see below), robust
PTEN protein expression was detected in all samples tested.
However, locally reduced PTEN expression was seen in a
subset of PIN and adenocarcinoma foci (Fig. 5). PTEN nor-
mally dephosphorylates and inactivates PI3K, in turn
preventing phosphorylation and activation of AKT and thus
inhibiting AKT-mediated cell growth and proliferation [67].
Despite maintenance of PTEN protein expression even in
neoplastic foci, phospho-AKT (pAKT) protein was present
exclusively in regions of PIN or adenocarcinoma (Fig. 5).
Greater pAKT staining correlated with more advanced dis-
ease, as expected. Therefore, in this model, complete PTEN
loss is not necessary for AKT activation.

Reduction of Pten Leads to Abrogated Effect of ETV1 on AR

We next examined the effect of ETV1 on gene expression in
this model of PCa progression. qRT-PCR analysis of AR
target genes Tmprss2, Pbsn, and Nkx3-1 revealed markedly
attenuated ETV1 influence in prostates of Pten+/− relative to
Pten+/+ mice (Fig. 6a, note that expression in Pten+/+ mice is
shown in lanes 1–3 of each gene for reference). However,
overall repression of AR target genes was observed when one
Pten allele was deleted, and those targets were still strongly
repressed in castrated Pten+/− mice (Fig. 6a). Prostatic Pten
expression was indeed about half on the Pten+/− background,
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hARQ:
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Fig. 4 ETV1 overexpression with Pten reduction promotes progression
to adenocarcinoma. H&E stained DLP and VP sections were scored by
the pathologist as normal, mPIN2-4 or adenocarcinoma (ADC). The
graph represents the proportion of mice per group (n=5–14) at each
disease stage, with the most severely diseased prostate lobe per mouse
used to plot the data. See Online Resource 4 for stratification by age and
individual prostate lobe
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and was repressed by ETV1 (or castration) in prostates of
Pten+/+ but not Pten+/− mice (Fig. 6b). This observation
revealed that even a partial reduction in prostatic PTEN
inhibited AR, extending a previous finding that total PTEN
loss in the prostate leads to reduced AR activity [15, 50].

To further compare the molecular effects of hAR allele and
ETV1 overexpression in the Pten+/− background, global gene
expression was analyzed by RNA-seq. DLP RNA samples
from ETV1 transgenic vs. non-transgenic mice as well as from
the individual macroscopic tumors that were assayed.
Principal component analysis of the RNA-seq data
showed that samples from all castrated mice and one
macroscopic tumor clustered together (Fig. 7a). The
remaining tumor from a hAR12Q mouse mapped sepa-
rately, suggesting a disparate expression pattern, as
might be expected from the poorly differentiated pheno-
type (see Fig. 5). Samples from intact mice showed
substantial heterogeneity within and between groups
and did not form distinct clusters regardless of the
transgene, suggesting that ETV1 had a more moderate
and/or variable effect in this background (Fig. 7a).

Overall, fewer genes were significantly differentially
expressed between the prostates of transgenic and non-
transgenic mice on the Pten+/− background. Fifty-nine genes
were upregulated and three downregulated when all intact
transgenics were contrasted with all intact non-transgenics
by GLM analysis (Fig. 7b). Interestingly, this set was enriched
with 15 genes also upregulated by ETV1 in the Pten+/+ mice,
including orthologs of the PCa-associated genes, namely
PSCA, SOX4, and HPN (Fig. 7c). In particular, HPN is highly
overexpressed in human PCa, promotes metastasis in a mouse
model, and can be effectively targeted with a small molecule
inhibitor [71]. Additionally, these 59 genes were enriched for
genes further upregulated in the macroscopic DLP tumors (see
below), suggesting that ETV1 induces oncogenic expression
changes prior to invasive disease, and that these genes may
serve as biomarkers of impending tumorigenesis. Androgen
ablation affected a similar number of genes as in the Pten+/+

mice (data not shown).
In contrast to little apparent effect of Q-tract length on the

Pten+/+ background (see Fig. 2a), separating the groups by
hAR allele revealed notable differences in expression due to

ETV1 PTEN

normal
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg

ETV1 = 0

mPIN2
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg

ETV1 = 3

mPIN4
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg

ETV1 = 4

Adenocarcinoma
hAR21Q;ETV1Tg

ETV1 = 4

Adenocarcinoma
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg

ETV1 = 4

H&E AR pAKT

Fig. 5 Histopathology in Pten-hemizygous mice. Representative
p r o s t a t e s e c t i o n s a r e s h own f r om , i n o r d e r , i n t a c t
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice with normal, PIN2 or PIN4 DLP, as well
a s mac r o s c op i c DLP t umo r s ( a d eno c a r c i n oma ) f r om
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− and hAR21Q;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice. Sections
were stained with H&E. Immunohistochemical (IHC) staining was
performed with antibodies to AR, PTEN, or pAKT protein (brown

staining). In situ hybridization (ISH) was performed with a probe
against the human ETV1 transcript (red staining). ETV1 expression
level is scored as 0–4, with 4 being highest. Images are shown at ×10–
20 magnification with ×60 inset. Consecutive sections were used when
possible, and each row of images shows stained sections from a single
mouse prostate
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androgen axis variation in Pten+/− mice. Analysis of individ-
ual hAR genotypes revealed 39, 156, and 303 genes upregu-
lated and 180, 51, and 30 genes downregulated between
transgenic and non-transgenic hAR12Q, hAR21Q, and hAR48Q

prostates, respectively (Fig. 7d and Online Resource 6). Un-
like in the Pten+/+ background, the majority of differentially
expressed genes showed little overlap, indicating they
were unique to a single hAR genotype. There was a
general trend toward greater repression by ETV1 in the
context of the stronger hAR12Q allele, and greater acti-
vation by ETV1 with the weaker hAR48Q allele. Fewer
differences in gene expression between ETV1-transgenic
and non-transgenic Pten+/− mice could result in part
from larger variance in age and disease stage among
mice, or more heterogeneous ETV1 effects overall, in
turn resulting in the variation seen in Fig. 7b and thus
reduced statistical sensitivity. Additionally, ETV1 could
have a directly reduced influence on gene expression on
the Pten+/− background. This latter explanation is sup-
ported by the qPCR data (Fig. 6a), suggesting an abro-
gation of the effect of ETV1 on AR targets. Concept
mapping confirmed that the broad ETV1-AR antagonism
observed in the Pten+/+ mice was diminished by loss of
one Pten allele (Online Resource 3).

ETV1-Induced Inflammatory Gene Expression

Genes upregulated in prostates of ETV1-transgenic vs. non-
transgenic hAR;Pten+/−mice were significantly enriched with
inflammation-associated GO terms (Fig. 7a). Relative expres-
sion of these genes is illustrated in the heatmap of Fig. 8a,
including expression levels in the macroscopic DLP tumors.
Many of the inflammatory genes were upregulated further in
one or both tumors. The chemokines CXCL5 and CXCL16
are known to be associated with human PCa progression [10,
34], and NUPR1 is associated with a variety of cancers
including breast, pancreatic, and lung cancer [27, 28, 35].
Because a significant inflammation signature was seen in
prostates of ETV1 transgenic mice prior to overt tumorigen-
esis, it is possible that ETV1-dependent inflammation may
contribute to oncogenesis. Regardless, these factors may be
biomarkers of impending tumorigenesis in ETV1+ prostates.
In support of the functional significance of this gene signature,
histologic evidence of inflammation has been previously not-
ed in ETV1 knockin mice [8].

Direct ETV1 regulation ofCXCL16 andNUPR1was tested
in human prostate cells. The benign human prostate epithelial
cell line RWPE-1 was transduced with lentiviral vectors that
stably express AR, as well as either ETV1 or LACZ [74, 75].
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Fig. 6 Effect of ETV1 on AR targets is muted with reduced Pten. a
hAR12Qmice are shown as representative data in all panels. Expression of
AR target genes Pbsn, Tmprss2, and Nkx3-1 in DLP was measured by
qRT-PCR and normalized to Actb. Expression levels in intact and castrate
hAR12Q;ETV1Tg, hAR12Q;Pten+/− and hAR12Q;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− are
plotted relative to intact hAR12Q. The first three lanes for each gene are

repeated from Fig. 2a for comparison between backgrounds. b Pten
expression in DLP was measured by qRT-PCR as above. c hAR
expression was measured by qRT-PCR as above. For all qRT-PCR,
DLP RNA samples were divided into two unique pools for analysis.
Mean and SEM are plotted. The 2-ddCt method was used to calculate
relative expression
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qRT-PCR revealed that the ETV1-transduced cells expressed
the endogenous CXCL16 and NUPR1 genes at significantly
higher levels than the LACZ controls (Fig. 8b), providing

evidence of direct gene regulation by ETV1. This upregula-
tion was observed with or without stimulation with the syn-
thetic androgen R1881, suggesting that ETV1 induction of
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Fig. 7 ETV1 overexpression alters genome-wide expression in Pten-
hemizygous mice. a Principal component analysis was performed for all
genes among the individual RNA-seq libraries. hAR12Q, hAR21Q, and
hAR48Q mice are represented as triangles, squares, and circles,
respectively. Green and red represent intact non-transgenic and
transgenic mice, yellow and blue represent castrated non-transgenic and
transgenic mice, and orange represents macroscopic tumors, respectively.
b RNA-seq analysis was performed on DLP RNA as before. Heatmaps
include differentially expressed genes between the groups shown (FDR≤
0.05), with columns representing the average among biological replicate

libraries. By GLM analysis of all hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− libraries vs. all
hAR;Pten+/− libraries, 59 genes are upregulated and 3 downregulated in
prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice. Select significantly enriched GO
terms are listed. c ETV1-upregulated genes shared among Pten+/− and
Pten+/+mice are listed. dDifferential expression was performed between
transgenics and non-transgenics for each AR Q-tract group individually.
Overlap between genes differentially expressed in hAR12Q;ETV1Tg,
hAR21Q;ETV1Tg or hAR48Q;ETV1Tg relative to non-transgenics is
illustrated by Venn diagram
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CXCL16 in these cells is not AR-dependent. In contrast,
NUPR1 was sensitive to androgen in the absence but not the
presence of exogenous ETV1.

ETV1 Effects in Mouse DLP Parallel Those in ETS+

and Aggressive Human PCa

We explored the significance of these data by comparison to
human PCa expression patterns and sought novel ETV1-
regulated genes. Molecular concept analysis in Oncomine
revealed significant overlap between androgen-induced genes
(see Fig. 3), genes downregulated in DLP tumors, and genes
downregulated by ETV1 in Pten+/+mice. Relative expression
of these shared genes is shown in the heatmap in Fig. 9a. This
pattern suggests that expression patterns in late ETV1/PTEN-
induced tumorigenesis recapitulate early ETV1-induced sig-
natures. Thus, selective AR repression may be important at
multiple disease stages. Notably, the tumor suppressor and
luminal epithelial differentiation markerNkx3-1 [78] is among
androgen-induced transcripts downregulated in the tumors as
well as prostates of early-stage ETV1Tg mice. Genes differen-
tially expressed in ETV1Tg;Pten+/− prostates were not signif-
icantly enriched for this set of androgen-induced genes, yet
overlapped with early-stage mouse disease, DLP tumors, and
human PCa (see Figs. 7 and 8). When genes differentially
expressed in the macroscopic DLP tumors were further queried
in Oncomine, significant enrichment with aggressive human
PCa was observed. Genes downregulated in the hAR21Q;
ETV1Tg;Pten+/− DLP tumor were significantly enriched for

downregulated genes in human PCa metastases and advanced
Gleason grade tumors (Fig. 9b) [25, 30, 42, 51, 84].

Two recent large-scale studies profiled gene expression in
localized and metastatic PCa from over 200 total patients [25,
73]. These microarray data were stratified by ETS status,
PTEN expression level, and localized vs. metastatic tumors,
and compared with the mouse RNA-seq data. Molecular
concept analysis of the dataset from Taylor et al., with ERG+

and ETV1+ patients combined as “ETS+,” revealed that genes
downregulated in ETS+, PTEN-normal localized tumors vs.
non-ETS tumors, were significantly enriched among genes
downregulated in prostates of hAR;ETV1Tg mice or in DLP
tumors (Fig. 9c). While many transcripts were present in
patterns unique to DLP tumors or hAR;ETV1Tg prostates, a
number were repressed in both groups (Fig. 9c, middle hori-
zontal rows). As with important androgen-regulated genes
(see Fig. 9a), this overlap once again suggests common
ETV1 action in early neoplasia and in tumors, in contrast to
intermediate stages of tumorigenesis.

Genes downregulated in ETS+ patients that are also down-
regulated in hAR;ETV1Tgmice as well as DLP tumors include
a number of genes associated with various cancers, but not yet
with PCa (Fig. 9c). For example, REC8 is a meiotic recombi-
nation gene whose hypermethylation is associated with poor
prognosis in gastrointestinal stromal tumors [54]. Downregu-
lation of the stromal cell-derived factor 2-like 1 (SDF2L1)
gene is associated with poor prognosis in breast cancer [36].
SEMA4G was one of the few candidate tumor suppressor
genes on the colorectal cancer (CRC) associated chromosome
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Fig. 8 ETV1-induced inflammatory expression signature precedes
tumorigenesis. a Genes that are differentially expressed between
hAR;Pten+/− and hAR;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− mice and annotated with
inflammation-related GO terms (see Fig. 7a) are shown in the heatmap.
Relative expression in prostates of hAR;Pten+/− and hAR;ETV1Tg;
Pten+/− mice is shown, as well as expression in the macroscopic

prostate tumors. b RWPE-1 cells stably expressing AR and either ETV1
or LACZwere stimulated with 1 nMR1881 or methanol vehicle, and RNA
was prepared for qRT-PCR analysis. Expression of the inflammatory genes
CXCL16 and NUPR1 were normalized to GAPDH or ACTB, respectively,
and plotted relative to RWPE-AR-LACZ cells. Mean and SEM are plotted
for biological triplicate samples
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Fig. 9 ETV1 effects in mouse DLP parallel those in ETS+ and aggressive
human PCa. a A set of androgen-induced genes is significantly repressed
in hAR;ETV1Tg prostates and in Pten+/− tumors. Relative expression
across groups is represented in the heatmap. b Genes downregulated in
hAR21Q;ETV1Tg;Pten+/− tumor tissue were uploaded to Oncomine and
queried against “Oncomine gene expression signatures.” Significant
enrichment of genes downregulated in human PCa metastases and
advanced Gleason grade PCa was observed, and select concepts are
shown in the molecular concept map. Node size is proportional to the

number of genes shared with the primary concept. OR≥4.0, p≤10−6. c
The heatmap shows the relative expression pattern of genes that are
significantly downregulated in ETS+ vs. non-ETS localized tumors
from the Taylor Prostate data set as well as in hAR;ETV1Tg mouse
prostates or DLP tumors. d The heatmap shows relative expression of
genes that are significantly overexpressed in ETV1+ vs. non-ETS
localized tumors from the Grasso Prostate data set as well as in
hAR;ETV1Tg mouse prostates or DLP tumors
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10 loss of heterozygosity (LOH) region to be significantly
downregulated in CRC tumors [80]. This suggests potential
roles for these genes in PCa, and potential regulation by ETS
factors.

Of note, several genes were dysregulated in opposite di-
rections in the twoDLP tumors, includingH19, SEMA4G, and
KCNN4 (Fig. 9c, d). This highlights the heterogeneity be-
tween the tumors and among these mice in general, similar
to heterogeneity among human PCa patients. Furthermore,
many genes were repressed in hAR;ETV1Tg mice but upregu-
lated in DLP tumors, or vice-versa (Fig. 9c). This pattern
emphasizes that while there is substantial overlap between
early and late stages, as described above, there is a great deal
of divergence as well, and different ETV1 targets may be
more important or play different roles at one stage of disease
progression than another.

PCa patient expression data from the study by Grasso et al.
[25] was stratified as above by ETS status, PTEN expression
level, and localized vs. metastatic tumor site, and differential
expression was re-calculated. Overlap with the mouse RNA-
seq data is shown in Fig. 9d. KCNN4, a potassium channel
gene, was upregulated in localized ETV1+ vs. ETS− tumors in
human PCa patients with normal PTEN levels [25], as well as
in hAR;ETV1Tg vs. prostates and in DLP tumors (Fig. 9d).
KCNN4 expression is increased in benign prostatic hyperpla-
sia (BPH) and intermediate Gleason grade PCa, but not high
Gleason grade PCa [52, 53]. Additionally, LRP8, a low-
density lipoprotein receptor, is upregulated in localized
ETV1+ human tumors with normal PTEN [25] and in mouse
DLP tumors (Fig. 9d). High LRP8 expression is associated
with several human cancers, including lung and gastric cancer,
but has not yet been linked to PCa [22, 24, 56]. As before,
these genes showed variable upregulation between the DLP
tumors, highlighting heterogeneity in mouse as well as in
human patients.

Expression in the intermediate-stage ETV1Tg/Pten+/− mice
showed little overlap with the human data in these particular
comparisons. In part, this could be due to fewer differentially
expressed genes at that intermediate stage (see above). How-
ever, as seen in Figs. 7 and 8, ETV1 induced a notable
inflammatory signature in Pten-hemizygous mice, along with
a number of individual PCa-associated genes and genes
shared with both the early ETV1Tg mice and the later DLP
tumors. In sum, these studies shed light on distinct ETV1 gene
regulatory networks at different disease stages, and highlight
novel ETV1 targets when filtered against human data.

Discussion

This study examined in mice the degree to which AR genetic
variation and ETV1 overexpression interact early in neoplasia,

and their subsequent interaction with PTEN reduction in PCa
progression. In both patients and transgenic mice, ETS over-
expression is AR-driven, and AR activity is affected by factors
downstream of PTEN. The molecular consequences of alter-
ing AR and ETV1 transcriptional regulation was queried with
high-throughput gene expression analysis. Marked antago-
nism of the normal AR-regulated transcriptome occurred in
prostates of ETV1 transgenic mice despite mild pathology.
This antagonismwas largely abrogated on a Pten-hemizygous
background. In the Pten-hemizygous mice, concurrent ETV1
overexpression induced progression to adenocarcinoma in a
subset of mice as well as a striking pro-inflammatory gene
signature. AR variation had little impact on early neoplasia
driven by ETV1, but a stronger AR allele impacted gene
expression and PCa progression in the Pten-hemizygous mod-
el. These results suggest that ETV1 cooperates with even
reduced PTEN signaling to drive cancer progression in mice,
and that partially antagonizing AR and promoting inflamma-
tion may be key components of the ETV1-driven oncogenic
program. Integration of mouse and patient data revealed po-
tential ETV1 regulation of known and novel PCa-associated
genes, suggesting novel targets for therapeutic intervention.

Despite substantial AR antagonism similar to the effects of
castration, prostates of ETV1Tg mice do not show atrophy,
suggesting selective action favoring survival and proliferation.
While ETV1 overexpression is insufficient to cause invasive
PCa in mice, disruption of the normal AR-regulated, pro-
differentiation gene expression program drives PIN and hy-
perplasia. This may “prime” the prostate for further dediffer-
entiation and tumor progression following additional onco-
genic insults, such as PTEN reduction or loss. In the case of
ERG, it has been reported that PTEN loss is correlated with
ERG fusions in patients [39] and that ERG fusion precedes
PTEN loss [26].

We have previously shown an influence of the androgen
axis on PCa onset and progression in TRAMP mice, where
oncogenesis is driven by prostatic expression of an SV40
Large-T antigen transgene [3]. While AR strength does not
impact the early stages of ETV1-induced neoplasia in the
current model, the rate of progression to adenocarcinoma is
impacted when combined with Pten reduction. Confirmation
here of the influence of AR in a model reflecting recurrent
events in human PCa adds to the recent discovery that ETS+

PCa is more common in men with a shorter Q-tract (stronger)
AR [82].

While fewer genes are affected by ETV1 overexpression in
the Pten+/− background overall, a greater number of differen-
tially expressed genes are identified when Q-tract variants are
analyzed individually, revealing divergent effects of the an-
drogen axis on gene expression and disease progression. The
hAR12Q mice show significant repression of polycomb target
genes with ETV1 overexpression, as do the DLP tumors,
where most other groups show the opposite pattern (Online
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Resource 3). Since ETS factors can interact with the
polycomb repressive complex [85], perhaps the greater repres-
sion seen with hAR12Q indicates a greater cooperation in the
context of the stronger AR and low PTEN, and could signify
impending tumorigenesis. Induction of inflammatory genes is
more pronounced in the hAR21Q and hAR48Q mice (Online
Resources 2 and 3). A number of those inflammatory genes
are further upregulated in the tumors, indicating that they may
be potential early biomarkers of aggressive disease. While a
number of mouse models of PCa show inflammation during
tumorigenesis, the expression signature specifically in ETV1Tg

mice relative to non-transgenics suggests a role of ETV1.
Confirmation here of regulation by ETV1 in RWPE cells
supports inflammation as a factor in ETV1+ neoplasia.

A “core” set of targets is upregulated by ETV1 in both
Pten+/+ and Pten+/− mice, including a number of genes
known to be upregulated in human PCa. Several of these
genes including PSCA and HPN encode proteins that are
druggable in vitro and in preclinical models [71, 83]. ETS+

patients with particularly high expression of these genes may
respond more favorably in future targeted therapy. ERG pro-
motes SOX4 expression to stimulate epithelial to mesenchy-
mal transition in PCa [79], and these mouse data suggest that
ETV1 may promote SOX4 expression as a common compo-
nent of ETS-driven oncogenesis.

Combined inhibition of the AR and PI3K/AKT pathways
in PCa has been recently shown to be a potentially effective
treatment strategy, as these pathways reciprocally repress one
another, and either pathway can compensate when the other is
inhibited [15, 50]. Since the AR, PTEN, and ETV1 pathways
all cooperate in PCa progression, stratification by ETS fusion
status may enhance the efficacy of dual inhibition of AR and
PI3K/AKT for some patients.

The CRPC seen in castrated Pten-hemizygous mice high-
lights the fact that hormone ablation generally slows disease
progression in mice and patients, but in some cases can
accelerate it [3, 32]. In the previous TRAMP study, CRPC
varied with AR strength, with half of castrated hAR12Q mice
failing to evince a palpable tumor prior to dying of metastatic
castrate-resistant disease [3]. Not only did a number of cas-
trated Pten-hemizygous mice develop PIN or adenocarcino-
ma, but disease tended to arise earlier than in the intact mice,
and greater progression was seen with the stronger hAR allele.
While CRPC has been previously reported in mice with a
prostate-specific Pten deletion, these results suggest that even
Pten reduction can promote CRPC. These findings support
clinical data that hemizygous PTEN deletion predicts more
rapid disease recurrence following radical prostatectomy and
hormone therapy [19]. Furthermore, this raises the question of
whether AR genotyping might have predictive value in these
situations.

Whether ETS fusion status in patients is associated with
poor prognosis remains controversial and depends heavily on

cohorts studied and definitions of disease aggressiveness [60,
72]. Results from the current study suggest that a stronger AR
promotes ETV1-driven PCa progression, in accord with the
androgen regulation of the transgene in mice and of relevance
to fusion genes in patients. Castration prevents ETV1-driven
disease in Pten+/+ mice, and significantly reduces overall
disease in Pten+/− mice. In a clinical study, a subset of
ERG+ patients responded very favorably to abiraterone ace-
tate, which targets androgen synthesis via CYP17 inhibition
[7]. This underscores the androgen regulation of ETS fusion
genes, and suggests that those tumors may be more dependent
on AR activity than fusion-negative tumors.

Genes downregulated in the DLP tumors relative to PIN
show the same expression pattern in high Gleason grade and
metastatic human PCa (see Fig. 9b). This finding suggests that
the genes and pathways altered in the mouse models described
here are not only generally relevant to human PCa, but may be
informative for aggressive disease. Genes downregulated in
DLP tumors are enriched for androgen-induced targets, and in
particular those that are also repressed by ETV1 in prostates of
Pten+/+ mice. These data suggest that the selective antago-
nism of AR in early neoplasia recurs as a redirection of AR
activity in later stage tumorigenesis.

Direct comparison of the mouse data to several human PCa
patient data sets stratified by ETS status and PTEN expression
level [25, 73] reveal a number of known and novel PCa-
associated genes potentially regulated by ETV1. One of these,
KCNN4, is targetable with a potassium channel inhibitor in a
rat model of BPH [53], suggesting that it may have utility in
ETV1+ PCa patients. Additional genes including LRP8,
SEMA4G, REC8, and SDF2L1 are associated with other can-
cers but not yet PCa, and not yet with ETS regulation [22, 24,
36, 54, 56, 80]. H19 has a known role in PCa [86] but no
known ETS regulation. These data suggest potentially novel
roles for these genes in PCa, as well as regulation by ETV1,
warranting their further exploration as biomarkers or in ther-
apeutic strategies.

Recently, ERG overexpression was shown to have little
effect on AR signaling in the mouse prostate, but enhances
AR activity and stimulates tumorigenesis following deletion
of Pten [18]. The same effect is observed in human PCa
expression sets stratified by these factors, i.e., ERG and AR
cooperate in PTEN-low tumors [18]. In vitro, ERG is a strong
repressor of AR in several PCa cell lines with or without
functional PTEN [85]. Further data show that ERG blocks
AR-induced differentiation in luminal epithelial cells [49].
These studies suggest that the ERG-AR interaction is con-
text-dependent, with different outcomes observed in vitro and
in vivo, and dependent on PTEN status and cancer stage.
Based on findings here, ETV1 also appears to behave in a
highly context-dependent manner. In part, our in vivo AR-
ETV1 results follow a similar “spectrum” as the AR-ERG
interaction described by Chen et al. [18]. However, we
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observe ETV1 antagonism of AR that is lost with reduced
Pten, yet in the DLP tumors, strong repression of AR targets
recurs. The different interactions could result from PTEN dose
(hemizygous vs. prostate-specific knockout) or reflect distinct
properties of ETV1 vs. ERG. ETV1 has been reported to
enhance AR activity in vitro [8, 18, 64]. However, such
studies have been limited to LNCaP cells, which lack func-
tional PTEN. Further investigation of the AR-ETV1 interac-
tion in additional models is needed to clarify the effect in vivo
vs. in vitro, as well as the influence of AR variation and PTEN
status.

In conclusion, the mouse models described here provide
novel insight into the interaction of key pathways driving
early-intermediate stage PCa, and also reflect aggressive hu-
man disease. We confirm in these models a role of the andro-
gen axis in disease progression as recently shown to be sig-
nificant in patients bearing ETS gene fusions. A number of
known and druggable PCa-associated factors show potential
ETV1 regulation and warrant further investigation in patients
stratified by AR, ETS, and PTEN status as novel therapeutic
targets or prognostic biomarkers.
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